
Access the public web data  

you care about

Who We Are

Our Services

Bright Data is the world’s #1 web data platform. Fortune 500 

companies, academic institutions and small businesses all rely on 

Bright Data’s solutions to retrieve crucial public web data in the 

most efficient, reliable and flexible way, so they can research, 

monitor, analyze data, and make better decisions.

Data Collection [Zero infrastructure model]:  

Automated data collection addresses issues of reducing pressure, 

inefficiencies, and bottlenecks. This enables businesses to focus on their 

core operations while enjoying a constant flow of reliable information.

What We Do  

for Business

Price comparison Market research

Ad verification Brand protection

E-commerce

Travel aggregation

Advertising

Real estate

Alternative data

Data-driven 

Growth

Our customers gain strategic 

information enabling them to 

make smarter data-driven 

decisions.

Data 

accessibility

We create technologies that 

make it possible for anyone 

to easily access and collect 

public web data.
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Datasets [Pre-collected, large-scale snapshots of entire websites]:  
A cost effective way to obtain millions of enriched, high-quality, and 

validated data points, which can be used for smart queries that solve 

specific business problems. 
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Why Us?

2,200+ 
Patent claims

15,000+ 
Customers

72,000,000+ 
IPs

190+ 
Countries

Proxy Infrastructure [Self-service data collection]: 

From real consumers residential IPs, to Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

devices, to data center and even mobile (3G/4G) multi-carrier 

connections, you will always be able to find a network that can deliver 

the data you need.

4.7 out of 5

Reviews received 300+

Excellent
Our users love us because we provide them with a cost-effective way to perform fast and stable web 

data collection at scale. We effortlessly convert unstructured data into structured data, and provide a 

superior customer experience, while being fully transparent and compliant. 

Today, Bright Data has grown into a 300-person-strong team, spread across the globe, innovating 

fast and effective data-led solutions.

Corporations are served an 

accurate and clear picture 

of operations and trends.

Data 

transparency


